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Terms and conditions 

FERBAR’s Website 

 

1. Accepting of Terms and Conditions 

The access and use of the FERBAR – FERNANDO BARROS – PRODUTOS ALIMENTARES, S.A. website 

(hereinafter FERBAR) are bound to the present Terms and Conditions. 

 

Any use of this website or the services included in it are subject to the Terms and Conditions here 

announced. 

 

2. Website’s content  

FERBAR is the owner of this website and is responsible for all its content, having the purpose to inform 

the public and to present it its products. 

 

The information provided on the website is intended to be correct and precise; however, some mistakes 

or misleading information coming from the changes of the product itself may arise. Thereby, its character 

is merely informative and in no way considered technical information. 

 

3. Authors’ rights 

 

FERBAR is the owner of this website and is responsible for all its content. Texts, images, videos, sounds, 

animations, graphics, download files or any other information in this website are subject to authors’ 

rights, all moral and patrimonial content belonging to FERBAR, except otherwise stated, any information 

belonging to brands of third parties. 

 

This website cannot be object of any total or partial copy, distribution, modified or reused without 

previous consent. All information given is exclusive to personal use. 

 

4. Cookies. What are cookies? 

Cookies are small text files, stored in your computer or mobile device when you visit a website, in order 

to help the website recognise your device the next time you visit it. 

 

When the website recognises your device, it will access the pages you have previously visited, sections 

you’ve read or the areas in which you have spent most of your visit time and therefore ensure that the 
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next time you access it, the first you will see is the information which is most important to you, hence 

making it easier to show you quicker what you may be looking for. 

 

The privacy and confidentiality regarding your personal data is essential to us, which is why we guarantee 

that the cookies used do not gather any information that might identify you – all the information they 

gather are general information about how you accessed the website or what you visited, for example; no 

information is provided that can identify the user. 

 

Cookies have specific functions, and may perform only during your visit (session cookies) or be stored 

permanently, as it is the case of those that record your last visit and use that information to direct your 

navigation accordingly to your previously shown interests (permanent cookies). 

 

Cookies are single identifiers sent to your device and installed on it. Each website has the right to send 

them and be granted access if the navigator configurations allow to do so. For the user’s safety, the 

navigator only allows a website to access the cookies sent by them. 

 

Certain cookies are only installed on your device with your previous consent, given when you accept the 

warning displayed on top of the page when you first visit. You may choose to be notified about the 

reception of any cookies, block their installation ou remove any previously installed cookies at any given 

time, through your web browser. 

 

What cookies do we use? 

 

- Service cookies – essential to access specific areas on our website, allowing navigation on the page and 

access to safe areas. Without these cookies, any service that relies on them may not run. 

 

- Analytical cookies – these are used to analyse statistics on how a user visits a website and to monitor 

the performance of our page. These cookies allow us to improve your experience as a visitor and fix quickly 

any error that might appear. 

 

- Functional cookies – cookies that save your preferences regarding the visit on the website so that you 

don’t have to keep configuring your access to the website each time you visit it. 

 

- Thirds cookies – measure the success of apps and the efficiency of the advertising done by third parties. 

 

- Advertising cookies – used to direct advertising regarding the interests of each user, allowing to limit the 

number of times an add is displayed and helping to assess its efficiency. 
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May I refuse cookies? 

 

As a User, you may always ask to be notified about the installing and performance of any cookies and 

refuse them as well. You may manage cookies by accessing your browser’s menu and then click on 

options or preferences. 

Denying any kind of cookies, however, may prevent you from visiting our page, access personalised 

information or restrict the areas which you may access on the page. 

5. Links to third parties pages 

 

FERBAR may offer connections to third parties websites. These are not managed or controlled by 

FERBAR for which we hold no responsibility regarding its content. 

 

6. Changes to these Terms and Conditions 

 

FERBAR owns the right to, at any moment, without previous warning and immediate effects, change, 

add or revoke, partially or totally, the Terms and Conditions. Any changes will be immediately available 

on this page, which is why we advise you to consult it often. 


